
Chapter 6
Concluding Remarks

The current brief evaluates the interactions of the various performance variables that
effects performance in the sport of archery. Performance variables discussed in this
brief included physical fitness constituting hand grip, static balance, leg power, upper
and core muscle strength, physiological indicators involving nutrition, heart rate,
blood pressure and psychological elements comprising of concentration, coping with
adversity, coachability, confidence and achievement motivation, goal settings and
mental preparation, peaking under pressure and freedom from worry. The physical
characteristics or anthropometry of the athletes is also considered. It is worth noting
that all the assessed variables have been shown to have an influence on the archery
performance. The authors have utilised several machine learning algorithms for the
purpose of identifying potential athletes within the sport based on the evaluated
performance variables.

It has been established from the results that high- and low-performance archers
could be discriminated against based on their performances on the selected evaluated
performance variables. The identification of the potential archers was made possible
through the application of various machine learning algorithms. Thus, it is worth to
mention that the utilisation of such machine learning algorithms is non-trivial in the
provision of an evident-based technique for the objective evaluation as well as the
reasonable classification of the performance classes of the archers examined in the
study. The technique proposes in the present brief serves useful to coaches, sports
managers, sports scientist and the other stakeholders’ concern for the identification
of potential archers which could consequently reduce the energy, cost as well as the
hassle involved in the conventional technique. Finally, it is important to highlight that
the current findings could not be generalised to another level of expertise in the sport.
The participants under the present investigation are senior youth archers as such the
parameters that could be essential amongst the senior youth archer might differ from
other level of expertise. However, the methods applied could be recommended for
extension to other specific sport as well as various levels of sporting expertise.
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